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Abstract

In this paper we have produced a

polynomial time solution for indepen-

dent set problem and clique problem.

1 Introduction

The research area of Membrane Computing originated as an attempt to fomu-

late a model of computation motivated by the structure and functioning of a

living cell. The initial models were based on a cell like arrangement of mem-

brane delimiting compartments were multiset of chemicals evolved according
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to given evolution rules. Many variants of P System have been studied so far

Kernel P System ( KP System) represents a new class of membrane sys-

tems, use well known features of P System and also include some new elements,

in order to provide a coherent and comprehensive description of various classes

of P System and allow the possiblity of integrating di�erent types of P Systems

into same fomalism.Kernel P System includes rules of two types

1) Object Processing rules, which transform and move objects across compart-

ments, they include rewriting and communication rules guarded by promoters

and inhibitors and also symport/ antiport like rules.

2) System sructure rules which change the topology of the system and include

membrane division and disolution and also creation of membranes.

The system was introduced by Marian Gheorghe etal. Here a broad range

of strategies to use the rule against the multiset of objects available in each

compartments is provided. Now we will see the de�nition of compartments

and KP System

De�nition 1.1. Given a �nite set A called alphabet of elements, called ob-

jects and a �nite set L , of elements called labels , a compartment is a tuple

C = (l, ω0, R
σ) where l ∈ L is the label of the comparments, ω0 is the intial

multiset over A and Rσ denotes the DNA code of C, which comprises the set

of rules, denoted by R , applied in this comparments and a regular expression

σ, overLab(R) the labels of the rule of R

De�nition 1.2. A kernel P System of degree n is a tuple

KΠ = (A,L, µ, C1, C2, ..., Cn, i0)

where A and L are as in de�nition 1.1, the alphabet and the set of labels

respectively; µ de�nes the membrane structure which is a graph (V,E) , where

V are vertices, V ⊆ L ( the nodes are labels of these comparments ) , and E

edges, C1, C2, ..., Cn are n compartments of the system - the inner part of each

compartment is called region , which is delimited by a membrane , the labels of

the comparments are from L and initial multiset are over A . i0 is the output
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compartment where the result is obtained .

2 NP Complete Problems

A decision problem C is NP Complete if

1) C is in NP and

2) Every problem in NP is reducible to C in polynomial time.

3) C can be shown to be NP by demonstrating that a candidate solution to C

can be veri�ed in polynomial time

The abbreviation NP refers to non-deterministic polynomial time. Any

given solution to an NP Complete problem can be veri�ed in polynomial time.

Here we will consider two particular NP complete problems

- the independent set problem and

- the clique problem.

2.1 The independent set problem

An independent set or stable set is a set of vertices in a graph, no two of which

are adjacent. That is it is a set S of vertices in S such that for every two

vertices in S, there is no edge connecting the two. Equivalently each edge in

the graph has atmost one end point in S. The size of the independent set is

the number of vertices it contains.

A maximal independent set is an independent set such that adding any

other vertex for the set forces the set to contain an edge
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2.2 Solution by KP System

Consider a KP System KΠ = (A,L, I0, µ, C1, C2, 0) where A is the alphabet

L = {1, 2} is the label of the compartments. I0 consists of yes or no at the

end. After atmost n+ 4 steps one of the two possible answers will be send out

C1 = (1, ω1,0, R1)

C2 = (2, ω2,0, R2)

where ω1,0 = S

ω2,0 = A1S

Vi is a collection of vertices of the graph. An edge {i, j} is codi�ed Aij ,

1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, µ is a membrane structure given by the graph with edge 1, 2

the rules R1and R2 are given below

R1 contains

r11 : S → (yes, 0){≥ T}
r12 : S → (no, 0){≥ F ≥ T}
R2 contains membrane division rules

r2,i : [Ai]2 → [ViAi+1]2 [Ai+1]2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

r2,n : [An]2 → [VnX1]2 [X1]2

These rules generate in n steps all the subsets of V (2n subsets) each of them

being a potential subset with atmost n vertices

Rewriting rules

r2,n+1 : X1 → X2

r2,n+2 : S → λ{Vi ∩ Vj = Aij}
r2,n+3 : X2 → X3

r2,n+4 : SX3 → (T, 1)

r2,n+5 : X3 → (F, 1){= S}
The computaion leads to an answer yes or no in n+4 steps. Indeed in n steps

there are generated all the subset of V.

In the (n+ 1)th step X1 is transformed to X2. In the (n+ 2)th step for any two

vertices Vi, Vj there is an edge Aij connecting these two vertices are found,then

S is transformed to λ
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By the above steps we can ensure that no edge has been formed.Then X2 is

transformed to X3.In (n+3)rd step all vertices present along with SX3 in com-

partment 2 will represent independent sets and the largest set represent the

maximal independent set. Then we have a solution in (n+ 4)thstep, otherwise

an F is send instead.In the �nal step the answer is sent to the environment

from the compartment C1 by using one of the rules r11, r1,2

2.3 Clique Problem

In computer science, the clique problem is the computational problem of �nd-

ing Cliques ( subsets of vertices,all adjacent to each other, also called complete

subgraph) in a graph. Common formulation of clique problem include �nding

a maximum clique ( a clique with the largest possible number of vertices)

The clique problem arises in the following real world setting. Consider a social

network, where the graphs vertices represent people ,and the edge represents

mutual aquaintance. Then a clique represents a subset of people who all know

each other

The clique problem also has many applications in bio informatics and Compu-

tational Chemistry.

2.4 A solution using KP System

Consider a KP System

KP = (A,L, I0, µ, C1, C2, 0)

Where A is the alphabet

L = {1, 2}
I0 consists of yes or no at the end. After atmost n + 4 steps one of the two

possible answers will be sent out.

C1 = (1, ω1.0, R1)

C2 = (2, ω2,0, R2) where
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ω1,0 = S

ω2.0 = A1S

Vi is a collection of vertices of the graph. An edge (i, j) is codi�ed as

Aij, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n

µ is the membrane structure [0[1[2]2]1]0

The rules R1 and R2 are given below

R1 contains

r11 : S → (yes, 0){≥ T}
r12 : S → (n0, 0){≥ F ≥ T ]

R2 contains membrane division rules

r2,i : [Ai]2 → [ViAi+1]2[Ai+1]2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

r2,n : [An]2 → [VnX1]2[X1]2

these rules generate in n steps all the subsets of V ( 2n subsets) each of them

being a potential subset with atmost n vertices.

Rewriting rules

r2,n+1 : X1 → X2 {Vi ∩ Vj = Aij∪
Vi ∩ Vj ∩ Vk = Aij = Aik = Ajk ∪

...∪
V1 ∩ V2 ∩ V3 ∩ ... ∩ Vn = A12 = A13... = A1n = A23 = A24

= ... = A2n = A34 = A35 = ... = A3n = ... = An−1 n},
1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n

r2,n+2 : S → λ {Vi ∩ Vj 6= Aij∪
Vi ∩ Vj ∩ Vk 6= Aij 6= Aik 6= Ajk ∪

...∪
V1 ∩ V2 ∩ V3 ∩ ... ∩ Vn = A12 6= A13 6= ... 6= A1n

6= A23 6= A24 6= ... 6= A2n 6= A34 6= A35 6= ... 6= A3n 6= ...

6= An−1 n}, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n
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r2,n+3 : X2 → X3

r2,n+4 : SX3 → (T, 1)

r2,n+5 : X3 → (F, 1){S}

In (n + 3)rd step the vertices in the power set present along with SX3 in the

second compartment will represent all cliques.The maximum number of ver-

tices present in the power set represent the maximum clique. In (n+ 4)th step

a T will be send to the �rst comparment.

If all the vertices are isolated vertices ,then there is no clique.In that case in

(n+ 5)th step an F is transferred to compartment 1.

In the �nal step the answer is sent to the enviornment from the comparment

C1 using the rules r11, r12.

3 Illustration

Figure 1:

Consider the above graph and taking the rules as same as in section 2.2

and 2.4

According to the given graph R2, the membrane division rule in both cases
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can be written as

r2,1 : [SV1A2], [SA2]

r2,2 : [SV1V2A3],[SV1A3],[SV2A3], [SA3]

r2,3 : [SV1V2V3A4],[SV1V2A4],[SV1V3A4],[SV1A4],[SV2V3A4],[SV2A4],[SV3A4],[SA4]

r2,4 : [SV1V2V3V4A5],[SV1V2V3A5],[SV1V2V4A5], [SV1V2A5],[SV1V3V4A5],[SV1V3A5],

[SV1V4A5],[SV1A5],[SV2V3V4A5],[SV2V3A5],[SV2V4A5] ,[SV2A5], [SV3V4A5],[SV3A5],

[SV4A5],[SA5]

r2,5 : [SV1V2V3V4V5A6], [SV1V2V3V4A6], [SV1V2V3V5A6], [SV1V2V3A6], [SV1V2V4V5A6],

[SV1V2V4A6], [SV1V2V5A6], [SV1V2A6], [SV1V3V4V5A6], [SV1V3V4A6], [SV1V3V5A6],

[SV1V3A6], [SV1V4V5A6], [SV1V4A6], [SV1V5A6], [SV1A6], [SV2V3V4V5A6],

[SV2V3V4A6], [SV2V3V5A6], [SV2V3A6], [SV2V4V5A6], [SV2V4A6], [SV2V5A6],

[SV2A6], [SV3V4V5A6], [SV3V4A6], [SV3V5A6], [SV3A6], [SV4V5A6],

[SV4A6], [SV5A6], [SA6]

r2,6 : [SV1V2V3V4V5V6X1], [SV1V2V3V4V5X1], [SV1V2V3V4V6X1], [SV1V2V3V4X1],

[SV1V2V3V5V6X1], [SV1V2V3V5X1], [SV1V2V3V6X1], [SV1V2V3X1], [SV1V2V4V5V6X1],

[SV1V2V4V5X1], [SV1V2V4V6X1], [SV1V2V4X1], [SV1V2V5V6X1], [SV1V2V5X1],

[SV1V2V6X1], [SV1V2X1], [SV1V3V4V5V6X1], [SV1V3V5X1], [SV1V3V4V6X1],

[SV1V3V4X1], [SV1V3V5V6X1], [SV1V3V5X1], [SV1V3V6X1], [SV1V3X1],

[SV1V4V5V6X1], [SV1V4V5X1], [SV1V4V6X1], [SV1V4X1], [SV1V5V6X1],

[SV1V5X1], [SV1V6X1], [SV1X1], [SV2V3V4V5V6X1], [SV2V3V4V5X1],

[SV2V3V4V6X1], [SV2V3V4X1], [SV2V3V5V6X1], [SV2V3V5X1], [SV2V3V6X1],

[SV2V3X1], [SV2V4V5V6X1], [SV2V4V5X1], [SV2V4V6X1], [SV2V4X1],

[SV2V5V6X1], [SV2V5X1], [SV2V6X1], [SV2X1], [SV3V4V5V6X1], [SV3V4V5X1],

[SV3V4V6X1], [SV3V4X1], [SV3V5V6X1], [SV3V5X1], [SV3V6X1], [SV3X1],

[SV4V5V6X1], [SV4V5X1], [SV4V6X1], [SV4X1], [SV5V6X1], [SV5X1], [SV6X1], [SX1]
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Hence we get 26 subsets

The rewriting rules for both problems can be considered seperately.

CliqueProblem − Rewriting rules

r2,7 : [SV1V2X2], [SV1V5X2], [SV2V5X2], [SV3V5X2], [SV3V4X2], [SV4V5X2], [SV4V6X2],

[SV1V2V5X2], [SV3V4V5X2]

In the above step X1 is transformed to X2, where the edges that forms the

complete subgraphs.

r2,8 : S → λ in all other elements in r2,6 that are not in r2,7

r2,9 : [SV1V2X3], [SV1V5X3], [SV2V5X3], [SV3V4X3], [SV4V5X3], [SV3V5X3], [SV4V6X3],

[SV1V2V5X3], [SV3V4V5X3]

In the above step X2 is transformed into X3. This is applicable for elements

that contains X . These represents cliques

Here n = 6 , in (n + 3)rd step , that is in the 9th step, we get all cliques.

Here the maximum cliques are

[V1V2V5] and [V3V4V5]

That is they are the sets {V1, V2, V5} and
{V3, V4, V5}

IndependentSetProblem − Rewriting rules

In R2 the rules upto r2,6 are as same as in click problem.

r2,7 : All X1 are transformed to X2

r2,8 : Every vertices that are end points of the same edges vanishes when we

apply the rule r2,8.

r2,9 : All vertices which do not forms an edge remains, which is an independent

set
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From our example we get the independent set of vertices as

{V1}, {V2},{V3},{V4},{V5},{V6},{V1, V3} {V1, V4}{V1, V6}{V2, V3}{V2, V4}{V2, V6}{V3, V6}{V5, V6}
{V1, V3, V6} {V2, V3, V6}
The maximal independent sets are {V1, V3, V6} {V2, V3, V6}

In the 9th steps we get the answer

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have generated a polynomial time solution for both indepen-

dent set problem and the clique problem. Both solutions are linear
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